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Hello, my name is Sharon Bolt and I am the founder of “Good Dogs!” 

Welcome to this video today. 

The information I am going to cover in this video is how to read what your dog is saying to you. 

I will also be covering how to recognize dominant and submissive body language and what 'calming 
signals' in dogs are.  Plus I am going to go through a method called the 'desensitizing technique', as 
well as explain where your dog may be communicating that they are the boss without you even 
knowing it!  Additionally I will explain how a pack leader thinks and what leadership qualities are. 

***** 

To start, I would like to go through what dominant signals in dogs look like. 

Dominant signals are demonstrated by a large confident body posture, the head is raised and the ears 
are raised.  The dog has large staring, usually fixated eyes.  They have raised lips, a wrinkled muzzle 
and the tail is high.  The whole posture is upright, it is very strong. 

These are the challenging signals. 

Submissive signals are indicated by a lowered body, the posture is much lower and it could be that the 
dog is sitting or lying down.  The dog's ears are back, their eyes are small and the tail is lowered.  The 
tail is not tucked under as this communicates fear but it is lowered and they are looking away.  
Looking away could be with their eyes, it could be their head or their whole body. 

These are all submissive signals. 

What is really interesting with dogs is not only do they have dominant and submissive signals, they 
also know how to calm themselves, other dogs and you down too.  They do it when they are worried, 
restless or feeling uncomfortable in a situation. 

There are a number of different signals that I am going to go through that dogs can use in order to 
calm down a situation.  One of the things that I mentioned already is that they look away.  It could be 
with their eyes, their head or it could be their whole body. 

If for example you are speaking to your dog and you are a bit angry, they will try and calm you down 
and may lower their body, wag their tail and look away. 

One of the other calming signals that dogs have is licking.  This is demonstrated by a quick in and out 
of the tongue.  I see this particularly when I am walking my two dogs and we are approaching another 
dog, I often see my dogs' tongues flicking in and out and the other dog doing the same action, it is a 
way that they calm everything down. 

Another way dogs use calming signals is to sniff, they sniff the ground and they pretend they are 
smelling something really good.  If they are doing this around other dogs they can encourage other 
dogs to do this as well, which takes the focus off what may have been a conflict. 

Another way dogs can use calming signals is to adopt the ‘play/bow pose’ or stretch their front legs.  It 
can be play, how you tell the difference is if they are in that pose and they stay still, then they are 
calming down the situation. 

There was one lady that I saw for a home consultation and her dog used to get really excited and 
overwhelmed when somebody came into the house.  He would often stretch his legs, adopt the 
‘play/bow pose’ and stay there without moving, he was calming everything down. 

Another calming signal dogs have, which is more obvious, is they sit or lay down or stand in a freeze 
position.  Again, that is particularly good at calming other dogs down. 
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One of the other calming signals that dogs can use is to pee.  Of course, it can be territorial marking 
but it can also be stress related or a way of calming down a situation.  Sometimes dogs that 
demonstrate separation anxiety in the house can pee in order to relieve some anxiety.  Where it may 
look to the owners that their dog is marking the territory it is unlikely to be the reason as dogs do not 
tend to do that in their own home.  It is usually a stress reliever and they are trying to calm themselves 
down. 

Another calming signal dogs can use is splitting up. 

You see this when there are two dogs playing and it gets quite rough and overzealous, that is when a 
third dog comes in from the side and stops the play which prevents any potential conflict from 
happening.  It actually looks like the third dog is a bit of a 'spoil sport' but the third dog is trying to avoid 
a possible conflict which is why they do it, they are trying to split the other two dogs up. 

The same can be true for owners with their partner, husband or wife.  Some dogs like to get in 
between them because the closeness could be dangerous and dogs like to avoid conflict.  It can also 
be possessiveness, I have seen this on quite a few occasions where the dog has taken 'ownership' of 
one of the owners and has become possessive, placing themselves in the middle. 

Another calming signal your dog can use is to pretend to do something.  For example, if you are cross 
with your dog and tell them to come to you, they might start pretending to do something like sniffing 
the ground or looking at something else.  It looks like they are being disobedient or not doing what you 
are telling them, but they are trying to calm you down first!  Change your voice so that you are calm 
and happy and they will come to you. 

Another calming signal dogs use is to yawn.  When they are overwhelmed, over excited or if we have 
got a bit too close when petting them, they will often yawn to calm you, them and the situation down.  
If your dog is anxious you could yawn frequently in order to calm them down! 

If you watch dogs when they greet each other they use slow movements and curve, as fast 
movements and head on contact is threatening.  It is too confrontational to greet head to head, so they 
curve.  The more unsure a dog is, the bigger they curve, subject to the space available.  Do have a 
look, you will notice that they often choose to sniff the rear end and do not greet head to head. 

When two dogs approach each other you will see that one or both dogs look away.  They flick their 
tongues, like I was saying earlier, and they may choose to sniff the ground.  They may do one or all of 
these behaviours, so it will be really good for you to be able to tune in and understand what is being 
said.  For a dog it is much more important to deal with conflict than it is to be obedient. 

That is interesting, isn’t it? 

I love knowing about these calming signals so I can understand what dogs are really saying, not only 
to each other but to us too! 

***** 

I now want to talk about the desensitizing technique.  I find this to be a really effective method. 

The time to use this is when there are any ‘triggers’ that cause your dog to become stressful.  These 
'triggers' could be anything that creates unwanted behaviour.  It could be cats, other dogs, joggers, 
other people, butterflies, bees, shadows and it could be the postman.  It does not matter what it is, it is 
whatever that creates the unwanted behaviour.  This is when you will use this technique. 

What you do is to have your ‘trigger’ in front of you at a distance.  For example, if the ‘trigger’ is 
another dog, I recommend going to a park where there is an open space and plenty of room in order 
to best desensitize your dog. 

When you have a dog that is a short distance away, walk towards them with your dog by your side.  
The moment your dog starts to bark, lunge or pull ahead you turn confidently and walk in the other 
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direction, bringing your dog with you.  Ensure their head is facing in the direction you are now walking 
and when you have achieved this turn and walk towards the dog, the ‘trigger’, again and repeat. 

The best way to set up this situation is to have someone you know or who is willing to help, stand still 
with their dog so the ‘trigger’ remains stationary.  You will find that every time you turn in the other 
direction and then re-introduce the ‘trigger’ again, that you will get closer and closer to the dog.  
Naturally, this is a training session and ‘little and often’ repetition is the key to success. 

When you have got really close to whatever the ‘trigger’ is, that is when you can associate really well 
with a high grade treat, a really yummy treat that your dog loves.  They will now start to associate 
positively because they are in a better state of mind.  If you try to give your dog a treat when they are 
upset, anxious or excited, they either ignore it or quickly grab it quick without it meaning anything.  You 
need to bring your dog's energy level down first and then you can associate well with treats. 

***** 

Let us go on to the next section which is where your dog may be communicating that they are the 
boss without you knowing it! 

One of the areas this can happen is with toys, because it is a great way for some dogs to establish 
their place in the pecking order.  Many dogs love to play with toys but it could also be a way that they 
are showing you who is in charge too! 

If you have a dog that is extremely toy orientated and everything is about their toy, then it will be very 
good for you to take control of the toys.  This is an area that is important and means something to 
them.  You do this by playing on your terms and when you are ready, plus you take control of the toy 
box. 

The point to remember is when your dog is either attention seeking or is quite wilful in a particular 
area, that is where you need to establish that you are in charge.  If your dog is very play orientated, by 
you taking control and playing on your terms will mean something to your dog about your position in 
the pack. 

What this means is that when your dog wants to play, you do not respond initially.  Then when your 
dog has settled down, you pick up the toy and play on your terms.  You are still going to play, but it is 
going to be slightly delayed with you instigating and stopping play rather than your dog. 

Another area where dogs can demonstrate their importance is through tug of war games.  Often we let 
our dogs win because we feel bad if we beat our dog.  The important thing to know here is that for a 
dog, play is one of the ways they can determine who is strong and who is weak.  By you releasing and 
letting go of the toy or the rope when your dog is growling or trying hard to win demonstrates a win to 
your dog, so it puts them in a higher ranking position. 

You have probably seen footage of a Jack Russell hanging off the end of a tug rope and is elevated off 
the ground.  If you look at the dog's eyes you will see that this is not play, this is about determining 
who is who. 

To win for some dogs is a triumph and the tug toy is a trophy.  For that reason I do not recommend 
these types of toys and suggest that you avoid any type of toys or play that makes your dog growl and 
get rough.  With all the dog aggression we hear today, I would stay well away from that type of play. 

***** 

Let us go on to the next section which is about dogs that go upstairs. 

Whether your dog is allowed upstairs or not is entirely up to you.  If they do, do they go up in front of 
you?  Are they standing at the top looking down at you? 
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What tends to happen is that you walk upstairs towards them with your head lowered, because you 
are looking at the next step and they are staring down at you!  Your dog is in a high superior position 
and you are giving off submissive signals! 

What to do is to either have your dog by your side when you go up the stairs or you go to the top first 
and then call them up, this will ensure that there is no miscommunication and the message you give is 
that you are in charge. 

Just to say that the areas that I am covering here are not usually big concerns for people, but it is 
good information for you to know.  When you are putting the correct dynamics in place you will 
understand what your dog is saying to you and know exactly what to do. 

Another area where your dog may be saying that they are the boss is when you are comfortably sitting 
watching TV.  Suddenly your arm goes up and there is your dog saying, “Stroke me now”. 

If your dog comes up and pushes your arm often because they are demanding to be stroked, what is 
actually happening is that by stroking them you have responded by saying, “Yes boss, I will stroke 
you”.  You are doing this on their terms.  It is easy to change this round, you know that they want to be 
stroked, so you wait for your dog to settle and then you stroke them. 

Remember the mantra of a pack leader is 'Always on my terms'. 

Another area that your dog can sometimes show their higher ranking position is by leaning on you 
when you are sitting down.  Often it is for comfort and warmth but just be aware of this behaviour.  If 
you have got quite a wilful dog and they are leaning on you a lot, then it is likely to be more than just 
comfort at that stage.  The thing to do is just calmly move your legs away from your dog. 

Another area your dog may be taking charge is by demanding to be fed.  Remember, always feed on 
your terms. 

Another area is when your dog jumps up on your lap, you sit down and suddenly your dog is on your 
lap.  If this happens just place them back down on the floor and then call them up when you are ready 
and on your terms. 

***** 

Now I would like to cover some additional information about dogs and give you some further tips. 

When dogs are not happy about a situation they have what is known as the three Fs, which are: 

 Flight 

 Freeze 

 Fight. 

If dogs are in a situation that they are unsure of, their first choice is flight, to run away.  Their second 
choice is to freeze, which sometimes means they stand completely still or will growl and then their last 
choice is to fight.  They usually choose their responses in that order. 

This is why some dog owners say, “My dog is really good off the lead but when another dog comes 
close when my dog is on the lead they growl and become aggressive”.  The reason is that the first 
option to run has been taken away. 

My aim in this video is to give you some really good tools for your tool kit.  Not all dogs work 
favourably with one particular method, so I am trying to empower you with lots of different ways so you 
will understand what your dog is saying to you and give you techniques and methods that you can use 
to see what are the most effective for you individually. 

***** 
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Dogs like to be part of the pack, which means excluding them from the pack when they demonstrate 
unwanted behaviour can be really effective.  It is similar to giving your dog time-out when they have 
done something unwanted.  In order for them to associate that the behaviour is wrong, the timing is 
really important. 

The moment your dog does the unwanted behaviour you immediately take them into another room 
and close the door behind you with them still inside.  Remember, when you give them time-out, not to 
go back in when they are crying, barking or whining.  There needs to be at least a bit of a gap, the 
longer the better, so your dog does not associate that you come back when they do that behaviour. 

When you do go back in and let your dog out it is important that you and any other people present pay 
no attention to them.  Should your dog come back in and repeat the unwanted behaviour, take them 
out again to the other room for a longer time-out period.  Keep repeating if necessary. 

I find that if dogs are quite anxious and nervous by nature they just bark and bark when given time-out 
so this method is not so effective for these types of dogs.  If dogs are a bit more wilful and confident 
then it is usually very effective. 

Give it a go and see how it works for you and your dogs. 

***** 

I want to cover a section now about what to do if there are any noises such as loud bangs, thunder or 
fireworks. 

Dog psychology and human psychology differs a lot in this area.  If our child is frightened we cuddle 
and reassure them, it is completely the opposite for dogs. 

If there are fireworks or loud noises that have unsettled your dog the best thing you can do is to just 
stay calm.  You act as if nothing is wrong and simply go and look where they have a problem, then just 
calmly walk away again.  Please do not reassure your dog.  Do not tell them that everything is okay, 
that they have nothing to worry about.  Do not feel sorry for them or fuss.  If you have done this in the 
past you will know that it makes them ten times worse. 

When you give affection to a dog you nurture the state of mind that they are currently in.  The time to 
give affection to a dog is when they are in a good state of mind so that you encourage and nurture that 
positive mind-set. 

Naturally you do not want to shout at your dog or tell them not to be silly or that it is only fireworks.  
You are a calming presence so that you give your dog a non-verbal message that there is nothing to 
worry about.  That is how you reassure your dog, in a non-verbal language that they understand. 

***** 

Now, for some more tips. 

It is confrontational to stare into the eyes of a dog.  We spoke about this earlier, if dogs go head to 
head and they 'eye ball' each other there is going to be a potential fight.  If you look too long in your 
dog's eyes, you will probably find that they look away because this action is seen as confrontational. 

Our dogs do look at us when we are talking to them, I do not mean that, but they will only hold our 
gaze for a short time before they look away. 

When a dog’s eyes looks soft, when they play or wash themselves it means that they are relaxed. 

When a dog lies on their side, it shows ultimate relaxation. 

***** 
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I would now like to talk about body language and how a pack leader thinks. 

Whether inside or outside the house pack leaders have strong mind-sets.  Their thought patterns are 
confident and definite with thoughts such as, “I am the leader and you are the follower.  I am making 
all the decisions.  I am confident and in charge” and “I am a natural leader, this comes easy to me”. 

Pack leaders have strong, upright body language, which means their head is held high, their chest is 
forward and their shoulders are relaxed.  They also have an air of authority.  Pack leaders are almost 
regal and are calm and determined.  These are the qualities that you are aiming for. 

Pack leader qualities are not actually dissimilar to what we look for in human leadership.  Qualities 
such as decisiveness and strength in people that are calm but not a push over, someone who gives 
clear and concise direction.  It is someone who communicates simply but effectively, someone who 
rewards others for doing a good job, someone who is self-assured and confident and someone who 
has presence and easily gains respect.  This is what you are aiming for. 

Let us talk about how to get pack leader qualities. 

Visualization or internal role play can often be an extremely helpful tool when learning empowering 
beliefs and responses.  Do some visualization in advance, see what you want to see in advance.  See 
the way you want the walk to play out and how you want your dog to act when someone comes to 
visit.  Visualize it all in advance the way you would like it to happen and keep going.  Remember there 
is momentum, there is a story that you have been telling yourself about how it goes wrong, so you 
need to keep going and give the momentum time to change. 

It is like a car that is being driven at 60 miles an hour, it needs time to slow down and stop before it 
can go in the other direction.  The same is true about the momentum that is in place from the story 
that you have been telling. 

I encourage you as much as you can to expect good things to happen, because when we fear and 
dread something going wrong it usually does.  However the same is also true when we expect good 
things to happen, that becomes our experience too.  Focus as much as you can on positive 
experiences; really focus on good points and the best parts about your dog.  Remember what made 
you get them in the first place, that you love them and what a lovely pet they are. 

Have lots of fun with your dog, they love us to be relaxed, playful and joyful.  They want us to be 
strong and when you put these things in place on a consistent basis, it is rewarding and so much fun.  
I get to have everything with my dogs, I get to have all my human needs met, they are happy, well 
balanced and well behaved dogs that are a pleasure to be with.  They are Sharon's (not man's!) best 
friend. 

Remember that my story was supposed to be the worst case scenario because I got two male dogs 
from the same litter.  That has not been my experience, they are best friends, they look at me for 
leadership and there has never been any type of aggression between them. 

***** 

Have lots of fun with your dog, put the boundaries in place, they love boundaries!  Meet their needs 
and expectations and you will reap the rewards of living with joyful dogs. 

 

Thank you very much for joining me on this video.  I look forward to seeing you again sometime soon. 

 

Goodbye 


